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Our Why...
Balance Period is a Wellness Consulting company that focuses on
generational wellness. Our mission is to illuminate the way for our
next generation to live happy, healthy, wholehearted lives.
We believe that in order to accomplish this, it takes us, the
individuals who get an opportunity to influence our next generation,
to intentionally invest in our wellness and lead by example.

What We Do?
We provide products and services that are designed to do a
couple of things. The first is to empower individuals and groups to
more mindfully manage their energy. [aligning their mindset,
motivation, and habits with their values and goals]
The second is to equip individuals and groups with a Sustainable
Self-Care System. [a series of daily habits one practices to
promote optimal mental, physical, and emotional wellbeing]

Who We Serve?
We serve educators, entrepreneurs, and organizations that have a
desire to invest in their wellness and become the change they
want to see in their classroom and/or community.
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How We Serve
Keynotes
We create an engaging environment where we express a message
tailored for each group through storytelling. We also provide tangible
takeaways for our audience that will help them continue to learn and
grow long after their experience with us.
Topics we discuss: Managing Your Energy And Finding Balance, How To
Develop A Sustainable Self-Care System, How to Leverage Stress and
Enhance Wellness, The B.A.L.A.N.C.E. Blueprint

Workshops/Professional Development
We offer customized workshop and professional develoment experiences
that meet the unique needs of our audience. Our goal is to equip each
participant with practical tools they can use to incrementally improve their
quality of life from the inside out.
We cover topics such as: Self-Efficacy, Self-Acceptance, Self-Compassion,
Self-Care, Boundaries, Self-Discipline, and Gratitude.

Coaching
We offer 1-on-1 and small group coaching that takes you step-by-step
through the 12-week B.A.L.A.N.C.E. Blueprint program. By the end of this
experience participants have all the tools they need to live a happy, healthy,
wholehearted life and be the change they want to see in their community.

Mindful Moment Breaks
We attend virtual or in person meetings and events to lead attendees
through breathing exercises and stretches that help them feel more
focused and refreshed.
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US
ABOUT
Hi, my name is Raymond Achille!
I am the CEO and Energy Management Coach for
Balance Period. I am a passionately curious conscious
creator who is committed to fearlessly investing in my
personal growth and development so I can more
effectively equip others with the tools they need to
incrementally improve their quality of life. I am most
passionate about generational wellness. I am passionate
about helping the individuals and groups that I work with
understand that investing in their wellness can be both
@RECOVERY.RAY

simple and sustainable.

Hi, my name is Nick Achille!
I am the COO and Mindfulness Coach for Balance Period.
In 2018 I transitioned on my journey from basketball to
one focused on self-awareness. Along this journey, I
uncovered a passion for meditation and breathwork.
This passion led to my own definition of freedom. I
aquired certifications in Mindfulness and Life Coaching,
and now my goal is to help others experience that same
freedom in their own journey and become the best
version of themselves.
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Connect With Us

Balance Period
info@balanceperiod.com
www.balanceperiod.com
812-269-2705

Click Here For FREE Resources
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